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ABSTRACT
Digital computers are used in several ways to simulate military
situations. Three types of these simulations are examined: an off-
line simulation using a special simulation language (MIL1TRAN) , a
very similar off-line simulation using a general purpose language
(FORTRAN 63), and an on-line simulation using FORTRAN 60 and FORTRAN
Symbolic. The essential features of a simulation language are identi-
fied. These features lead to the identification of a class of problems
for which the simulation language is superior to the general purpose
language. A sample problem is coded in both MILITRAN and FORTRAN 63.
An appendix contains a description of MILITRAN in a format allowing
a convenient comparison of features with other languages available at
USNPGS.
An on-line simulation is presented It employs and demonstrates
some possibilities of the satellite mode of the CDC- 1604. On-line
simulations are seen to possess advantages over off-line simulations
for a large class of users. Areas where these advantages should be
more fully exploited are noted. An appendix contains detailed in-
structions for writing an on-line simulation for the USNPGS satellite
system.
The portion of this work involving MILITRAN was accomplished while
the author was on temporary duty with ONR in Washington, D. C, during
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The simulation of military conflict situations is a useful and
frequently employed tool for both the operations analyst and the line
officer of the Armed Forces. Simulation enjoys a current popularity,
but it is in no sense new. Many authors have recorded how the early
Chinese devised "war chess" to teach their young noblemen some of the
concepts of battle without the danger of bloodshed. We also know that
the Prussians, French, and later the Nazis made very effective use of
a type of war game played on maps. All of those who seriously employed
this type of simulation felt it was of benefit to the officers.
This means of gaining information and sharpening the mind, with no
ill effects from bad decisions, has certainly not been limited to the
military. Inventors and scientists have always used models of one kind
or another to aid their thinking.
Despite this long history, the field of simulation took on new
importance and utility as digital computers became available. Problems
previously too complicated for modeling were attacked. Big city traffic
congestion, global air battles, and even the newly conceived logic
structures of future computers are now simulated.
The new possibilities of simulation stimulated new interest and
much new growth in the field. To make it easier to write computer
programs for these simulations new languages were developed. A few of
these include SIMSCRIPT, GPSS, CSL, SIMTRAN, DEPI, DYNA, BLODI, DYSAC,
PARTNER, COBLOC,FORBLOC, HYBLOC, MADBLOC, SIMPAC, CLP, GASP, SIMPLE,
DYNAMO, DAS, JSS, SOL, and SILLY. One language, MILITRAN, was devised

primarily for military simulations.
2. The Problem.
This rapid growth in the field of simulation is taking place at
the same time that a similar growth is taking place in the entire
computer field. During the years which it has taken to develop the
simulation languages, new and better general purpose languages have
been developed. In view of this parallel development, it is well to
examine the languages which have been produced. To properly do this
it is necessary to re-examine the essential features of a simulation
language
.
When much of the current interest in simulating military conflict
situations began, the digital computer was available only in computer
centers at universities, in industry, and at large military instal-
lations. Now the digital computer is a common item aboard modern war
ships. Hardware advances in the fields of time sharing and display
have made the computer more available and versatile. The idea of
several users having access to the same central computer from their
own separate offices is a reality.
These developments suggest some questions. Have better general
purpose languages removed the need for simulation languages? Due to
the hardware advances are there new applications of simulation that we
should employ? Is it possible that some of these new applications offer
particular advantages to the military?
To state that the total answers to these questions were reported

here would be presumptious . One viewpoint and one examination can
only be expected to represent a part of an answer. With this quali-
fication implied, this study has indicated some conclusions.
Through a comparative study of a specific simulation language, a
tentative answer to the first question emerged. It appears that for
certain simulation applications the general purpose language has
indeed removed the need for a simulation language. At the very least,
the study has shown that the prospective user of a simulation language
should be cautious. Since the user will pay a stiff price for the
language he must know exactly what he expects from the language- -and
he should insure the language fills these needs.
Comparing off-line simulations with on-line simulations shows the
two to be complementary rather than competitive. Within the military
the on-line simulation is seen to be relatively under exploited,
although display advances have made it more realistic and computer
availability has made it more widely available. Finally, and this
without qualification, a Navy need for expanded on-line simulation is
shown along with a latent capability to provide the simulation with
installed equipment.
3. Off-Line Simulations.
An examination of possible computer simulation techniques indicates
these can be broadly classed as either off-line or on-line simulations.
The off-line simulation of a military conflict situation is normally of
the Monte Carlo variety. Program decisions are based on some preassigned

probability. For example, if a target detection is involved it is
assigned a probability of occurrence- -say 70%. A random number is
then generated from a uniform population between and 1.0. If the
number produced is less than 0.7 the play of the game continues on
the basis of a detection having been made. If the number is greater
than 0.7 the play of the game continues as if no detection had occurred.
All similar alternate decisions are handled in the same way.
To rule out the possibility of a very atypical selection of random
numbers coloring the outcome of the game, it is replayed many times
with the same parameters but with a different population of the random
numbers from the same distribution. The average result of these many
plays of the game is then the expected outcome. When this outcome is
identified, it is possible to change some single parameter, corre-
sponding perhaps to a proposed change in the disposition of forces or
a change in their capabilities. The simulation may then be re-run until
a new expected outcome is determined. Thus, the effect of new tactics
or a new weapons system may be evaluated. This, although certainly an
oversimplification, captures the flavor of the off-line simulation.
These off-line simulations have been written in machine language
or assembly language, in general purpose languages such as FORTRAN or
ALGOL, and of course in the special simulation languages such as
SIMSCRIPT or MILITRAN. To learn what advantages a simulation language
offered over a general purpose language, a small scale simulation was
coded in MILITRAN and then the same problem was coded in FORTRAN 63.

The MILITRAN program and the FORTRAN 63 program are contained in
Appendix II. A description of the MILITRAN language is in Appendix
I.
Studying the problem in this way could have biased the result. A
comparison of a simulation language with a general purpose language
will only develop if FORTRAN 63 is a typical general purpose language
and MILITRAN is a typical simulation language. In any strict sense
no language is really typical of either of these classes. In a broader
way they are both good representatives. FORTRAN 63 and its close
relative FORTRAN IV qualify through usage and availability. MILITRAN
is certainly one of the newer simulation languages to become available.
It was submitted to the Office of Naval Research for a pilot study in
the summer of 1964. This author performed that study. The MILITRAN
manuals were released as the study was concluding. A study of other
simulation language publications was made to determine if MILITRAN
lacked any of the typical characteristics. None were noted. MILITRAN
is therefore considered a fair representative of current members of its
class.
What advantages did the coding of a simulation in a special
simulation language offer over the coding of the same program in a
general purpose language? This question implies another. A simulation
language is really two languages. An underlying general purpose language
exists. On top of this language are constructed some simulation features,
These features go together with the general purpose language to form the

simulation language. Thus we seek, in a comparison of a general
purpose language and a simulation language, to separate any advantages
the simulation language may have due to a superior underlying general
purpose language from those advantages due only to its simulation
characteristics. It is necessary to address ourselves to a new question.
What features of the simulation language under study, MILITRAN, are a
part of that language strictly for simulation purposes?
The segregation of features is an arbitrary task, but writing the
simulation in both languages caused a few characteristics to stand
clearly apart.
Although most activity in the real world is continuous, the digital
computer only operates in a discrete manner. To simulate the con-
tinuous activity it is necessary to break it down into discrete events.
The flow chart on page 45 shows such a breakdown. Here the continuous
advance of a transiting submarine is simulated by a discrete event
wherein a step of motion takes place. Similarly, an attack upon the
transitor is handled as a discrete event. These events are termed
contingent events. The block of coding which assesses the condition
of the participants (transitor destroyed? transit complete? etc.) is
a permanent event.
Certainly one unique feature of the simulation language is its
ability to properly sequence the execution of these events. MILITRAN
provides for permanent events and contingent events by that name. It
brings about a sequencing of the events through a variable- -TIME.

Every contingent event automatically possesses a variable called TIME
which can be set and reset by a line of coding any place within the
program. After a pass through the execution of all permanent events,
a decision is made as to which, if any, contingent event will be
executed. The criterion is to execute the event containing the
smallest value of TIME which is larger than the current TIME. Thus if
current TIME were 10.0 and contingent events contained the following
times--10.2, 11.0, 9.9, and 10.0--the event containing TIME-10.2 would
be executed.
Upon execution current TIME would be advanced to 10.2. After the
contingent event had been completed, all permanent events would again
be executed. These might or might not change the value of TIME in the
contingent events. Upon completion of the permanent events a new
decision would be made concerning the contingent event to execute.
A general purpose language can accomplish the same objective in
several ways, but as the complexity of the problem grows, so does the
programming difficulty. In simple cases a "computed go to" suffices.
This is employed in the example program. See page 64. As long as the
desired program jump is the one most recently designated this works
well. If a hierarchy of importance exists MILITRAN simply allows the
increasingly higher priority events to be planted with times at in-
creasingly smaller increments in the future.
Another way to duplicate this with a general purpose language is
to create a priority list and then check this list to find the event
of highest priority which is tagged for execution. The complexity

arises if certain circumstances cause priorities to change as the
program progresses. Perhaps the very best way to schedule events is
to duplicate MILITRAN'S time system with a time array.
Another of the clear simulation features of MILITRAN is that it
gives the programmer a new variable to use. This is the OBJECT. Real
variables, complex variables, integer variables, and logical variables,
even in combination, are insufficient to completely describe the real
world. Some simulations by their nature involve objects. How these
objects act and change and how they are acted upon is central to these
simulations. MILITRAN allows for this by having available OBJECTS and
PROGRAM OBJECTS. The PROGRAM OBJECT is a variable which may take on
the value of one of several OBJECTS. For example, a target might be
defined as a PROGRAM OBJECT. As the program progressed, the target
might alternately become the OBJECTS tank, rifle platoon, aircraft,
and machine gun nest . As the target changed so would the required
tactics.
We can assume that anything which we wish to model on a computer
can be satisfactorily described by a state vector. Some dimensions of
this vector may appear in the real world as best described by OBJECTS.
Since we do try to model on the digital computer we imply that each
dimension has only a finite number of possible values of interest. If
the simulation is to be written in a general purpose language, we are
perfectly free to assign a number to each of the objects and allow a
real variable to take on the value of these numbers just as the PROGRAM
OBJECT takes on the values of the several OBJECTS. Although this
8

removes an exterior similarity to the real world and makes the program
less readable, it in no way limits program accuracy nor does it add
undue complication to program writing. If the external similarity is
desired, the general purpose languages permit a variable to be set
equal to a group of Hollerith characters. It is possible then to
realize the same capability with a general purpose language, but at a
cost of additional programming difficulty depending on our specific
needs
.
The CLASS declaration also contributes to the simulation ability
of MILITRAN. This feature makes it possible to group objects according
to some common characteristic. Once these groupings have been created
it is possible to make decisions based upon group membership. The
classes may overlap and their membership may change as the program
progresses.
To duplicate this action when using a general purpose language
it Is convenient to resort to a logical array. Each object may be
assigned a row in the array, and each possible class may be represented
by a column. Class membership is then indicated by a logical true in
the appropriate row and column See Figure 2, page 43. This allows
the program to accomplish the same ends as the MILITRAN program, but
there is a significant loss of convenience and ease of programming.
Simulations seem to lead to the use of lists. These lists change
as the program progresses and often the processing that takes place
depends upon the contents of the lists. In addition to checking the

contents of a list it is sometimes convenient to know the number of
items in a list. M1LITRAN is well equipped to service these needs.
Built into the MILITRAN language are instructions which cause ad-
ditions, replacement in, or deletions from lists. Searching a list
for the first member, the last member, or a random member which fulfills
certain requirements is permitted. The length of the list is auto-
matically maintained and updated for ready reference. Each of the
entries in a list may consist of several elements which are required
to describe the entry. It is possible for these descriptive elements
to possess different modes. For example, one list could contain entries
for each of the ships in a particular battle. Within the list each entry
could have associated elements of logical, integer, real, and program
object modes as required to fully describe the particular ship. It is
of course possible to alter individual elements within the list as well
as to process the entire entry.
A general purpose language allows this structure to be approximated.
Several arrays may be required to completely describe the members of
one list. A logical array, an integer array, and a real array may all
be used. If each of these arrays has a common index the fact that they
are different arrays is only a matter of definition. By writing his
own iterative procedures the programmer can accomplish any of the list
processing built into MILITRAN. This, although possible, is in no way
as convenient as it would be with MILITRAN.
Although this paper has, so far, purposely tried to exclude from
consideration any of the details or advantages of the general purpose
10

language underlying MILITRAN, this attempt can produce some difficulties.
It is essential not to confuse the general purpose features of a
language with its special purpose features. It is also essential to
recognize the vital nature of this underlying general purpose language.
Because it does give the simulation language its life, a few of the
features will be briefly mentioned.
MILITRAN allows statement labels to have as many as eleven alpha-
numeric characters. Identifiers of variables may have as many as sixty
characters. The program may therefore consist entirely of meaningful
names and is a clearer documentation of itself. The compiler accepts
a large amount of flexibility. In general, if more than one unambiguous
form exists, all of them will be acceptable. This flexibility extends
to several areas. For example, the programmer may declare the mode of
each of his variables, or he may build rules identical to those of
FORTRAN so that the first letter of variable identifier automatically
determines the mode, or he may set up some mixture of the above two
extremes that most suits his individual problem. A step toward more
complete error detection on a single computer run and more meaningful
error reporting has been taken by MILITRAN.
Both MILITRAN and FORTRAN 63 contain some general purpose features
which are quite useful in simulations, but which were not available in
certain of the earlier languages. Probably the most useful of these is
the ability to handle complex Boolean expressions with a single line of
coding. This is facilitated by recognizing such logical operators as
NOT, AND, and OR.
11

In addition to differences noticed from the programmer's point of
view, the computer run uncovered some other characteristics of the
simulation language.
The MILITRAN program was run on an IBM 7094 model II, while the
FORTRAN 63 program was run on the CDC 1604. Any valid comparison of
languages involving compilation, assembly, or running times should of
course be made with the same type of computer. Since MILITRAN is not
presently available for the 1604 and since no 7094 was available at the
Naval Postgraduate School this was not possible. Even accounting for
the uncertainties involved in this type of comparison, some general
results will be indicated.
The two problems are as similar as is possible. This even extends
to leaving known inefficiencies in the FORTRAN program just to maintain
the similarity.
The figures in Table 1 resulted from the test.
MILITRAN FORTRAN 63
(FAP) (CODAP-1)
Source language lines of coding in
main program exclusive of declarations. 167 196
Source language lines of coding devoted
to declarations. 39 9
Object language instructions produced
upon assembly. 1601 854
Adjusted object language instructions
for certain miscellaneous tasks.
(See discussion below.) 319 278
Object language instructions for





Total memory addresses occupied by
main program and reserved common
storage. (octal) 4766 2423
Main program plus subroutine compilation
and assembly. (in min.)* 3.76 1.96
Main program compilation and
assembly, (in min.)* 2.55 1.58
Execution time. (in min.) 0.22 0.24
*tape motion time is included in these figures
TABLE 1.
DATA FROM SAMPLE PROGRAM RUNS
The miscellaneous tasks mentioned in the above figures included
setting up arrays, assigning variables to common storage, coding the
BCD characters for the initial data printout, providing for a typewriter
message to the operator and other incidentals prior to starting the
iterative part of the simulation. Due to a difference in the way FAP
and CODAP-1 record BCD information, the FAP program uses 85 BCI in-
structions to code certain output statements, while CODAP-1 required
only 28 separate BCD statements but used many intervening cells to pack
the same information. The figures for these miscellaneous operations
in the table have been adjusted by subtracting the BCD and BCI in-
structions from their respective columns.
The reader will be aware that in general the 1604 address holds
two instructions. This accounts for some of the difference in memory
13

occupancy. Both programs use very nearly the same amount of reserved
storage. MILITRAM used 1216 cells while FORTRAN used 1200 cells for the
same storage. Thus the M1LITRAN program proper uses 3550 cells while
the FORTRAN program occupies 1223 cells. One means of trying to cancel
out the effect of the two 1604 instructions per computer word is to add
a figure equal to one half of the CODAP-1 instructions to actual memory
occupied by the assembled FORTRAN program. This yields at most 2070
pseudo cells for FORTRAN and puts MILITRAN at a 1.75 to 1.0 disadvantage
on memory occupancy. (Throughout the above discussion all references
to memory cells are octal.)
It is beyond the scope of this paper to derive a valid figure for
an exact speed comparison of the 7094 model II and the 1604, but
whether the 7094 is four times faster or ten times faster the con-
clusions are the same. A MILITRAN program requires significantly more
computer time than the FORTRAN 63 program.
This is a general and uncontested complaint about simulation
languages, and no one reasonably expects it to be otherwise. Every
computer language purchases programming ease at the expense of computer
time. Each user must decide if the programming ease is worth the price.
Using the lower figure of four to one for the difference in computer
speeds lets MILITRAN benefit from the unresolved doubt. Even at this,
MILITRAN takes four times longer to run and eight times as long for
compilation and assembly.
Before drawing any conclusions, one other factor should be mentioned,
MILITRAN offers a noticeably more extensive first run error detecting
14

and reporting ability. This, and not any of the simulation features,
accounts for some part of the speed disadvantage during compilation
and assembly. It also tends to pay for itself. In this test case
the FORTRAN 63 program required two and a half times as many debugging
runs as the MIL1TRAN program. This was due, at least in part, to the
superior quality and quantity of the diagnostics.
Writing a simulation in the two different languages has led to
these general observations. The simulation language offered clear,
but limited, advantages to those who program simulations. It made it
possible to write a more readable simulation with more exterior simi-
larity to the real world it attempted to model. It required relatively
little imagination to program. In the small scale example there was no
difference in the total number of lines the programmer had to write.
The specific simulation language used for the test offered clearer and
more complete diagnostics on the first run. The advantages mentioned
were gained at the expense of learning a special language, obtaining
a significantly larger object program and expending considerably more
computer time.
Who, then, does this study identify as prospective users of the
special purpose simulation language? The class is seriously restricted.
Those who will benefit most from simulation languages will deal
primarily with long simulations --significantly longer than the example
problem. Their problems will benefit most if they have a large,
complicated event structure, and have a large dependence on lists. Yet,
simultaneously the prospective user must be relatively unconcerned about
15

the size of his assembled program in memory or about the running
efficiency. This is indeed a restricted class.
Note how many who frequently write simulations are excluded. The
authors of the simulation languages never intended this. Nor, did
they fail to produce as good a language as they intended. It seems
likely that the authors of the various simulation languages first at-
tempted to write simulations in general purpose languages. Their
difficulties revealed inadequacies of the available languages. There
were sufficient difficulties for many of the users to decide that it
was worthwhile to write a new language to better serve them.
Others who were working on general problems must have experienced
some of the same difficulties, because the current general purpose
languages are better vehicles for simulations than their forerunners.
(FORTRAN 63 is a better language to use for simulations than FORTRAN
60.) This generates a suspicion. Are simulations by their very nature
so unique that they require a special purpose language? The answer to
that question will be deferred until simulations in general have been
more fully examined.
4. On-Line Simulations.
Simulations may be classed as to the number of participators with
conflicting interests. In the off-line simulation the decisions as to
course of action of all the conflicting participants are determined either
by fixed rules or with the aid of random numbers. An on-line simulation
makes it possible for the courses of action of one or more of the par-
ticipants to be determined by a human player or players. This type of
16

a simulation is accurately termed a game. If only one human player is
involved the part of his opponent is played by the computer with its
fixed rules and random numbers. If more than one human player is
permitted the humans play against each other and the computer acts as
their source of information, their means of communication and an
impartial referee.
To gain better appreciation of the advantages and a clearer
understanding of the problems, an on-line simulation was written em-
ploying the satellite features of the CDC 160-1604 and DD 65 system.
/3., 11J FORTRAN 60 and FORTRAN Symbolic were used for the simu-
lation. The problem is designed for one player due to equipment
limitations, but could be modified for two players. The player is
presented target information via typewriter messages and the DD 65
graphical display. He is periodically given an opportunity to ma-
neuver his ship so as to arrive in position for a torpedo attack.
He does this through the electric typewriter on the DD 65. The
problem being simulated is a submarine approach using only passive
sonar information, so the player is given no range information. When
he believes his ship is in firing position he may launch an attack.
The computer assesses the attack and initiates appropriate action. The
problem ends when the submarine sinks his target, is sunk by the target,
or the target escapes the submarine. At the completion of each problem
a critique is held by the computer. The target track and own ship
track are displayed. The previously unknown target data is supplied
and the results of the transit are assessed.
17

The example is extensive enough to provide a fair degree of
realism, but it in no way taxes the computing equipment. The program,
its common storage and all the required subroutines occupy only 7200
octal addresses in memory. Appendix III contains detailed instructions
for writing an on-line simulation for the USNPGS satellite system, and
Appendix IV contains the example program.
More than the external differences separate the on-line simulations
from off-line simulations. Their purpose and the class of user they
serve vary. The off-line simulation provides an output of data and
statistics. A study of these can lead to a determination of an
optimum employment of forces or equipment. An operations analyst can
and does employ this type of simulation as a part of his scientific
study of some aspect of warfare. Off-line simulations are most useful
as an aid to planning.
The on-line simulation might be quite useful without producing any
hard copy output. It can provide a form of decision making practice.
By presenting the user with a certain amount of data, allowing him to
make a decision in the face of that data, and then assessing the impli-
cations of that decision; the on-line simulation can serve the user.
Statistical results of the runs are not necessarily maintained. In this
event the on-line simulation is not an analytical tool as is its off-
line brother. It is little more than a training device. This does not
mean that it is any less useful.
Those responsible for the conduct of warfare in the face of the
enemy could use both types of simulations. This military line officer
18

together with his operations analyst would employ off-line simulations
and many other tools to help build the best possible plans. Even
conceding that optimum plans are produced, many spot decisions will be
required while executing the plans. The on-line simulation offers a
chance for some practice decision making.
On the level where it is most applicable the off-line simulation
of military situations is in widespread use. A number of private
businesses as well as military facilities are engaged in producing
military simulations of this type. The Navy has a number of on-line
simulations in use for training purposes. Many of these are an analog
type and mose are available only at training facilities. Others are in
use strictly to provide targets to a particular weapons system. All of
these on-line simulations combined still reach only a small percentage
of those who could profitably use them.
Until recently there was a very good reason for this. There were
no suitable computers reasonably available. Although this reason is
disappearing, another one remains. The line officer has not demanded
an extensive on-line simulation capability from his on board computers.
To some degree this is because he is not aware of the digital computer's
ability in this area.
Mo parallel exists for the off-line simulation. The scientist is
an active customer for the analytical simulation. He is well aware of
the capabilities of the computer, and in many cases he is quite capable
of producing his own simulations. The scientist or operations analyst
has little personal need for a training device. It is not surprising
then that off-line simulations are in wide use, are understood and
19

exploited rather fully. On-line simulations are relatively uncultivated,
The on-line simulation has some obvious disadvantages. It can be
an extravagant and inefficient use of computer time. Although the
example problem in the appendix requires less than two minutes for
compilation and assembly, it can easily consume a full hour of computer
time for just five or six practice torpedo approaches. Additionally,
it shares almost all of the disadvantages of simulations in general,
including the very important inability to fully verify the model with
the real world.
5. Conclusions.
Writing these simulations and examining the results has made some
observations possible. Certainly it raised some doubts about the
future of simulation languages. If the quality of the output data is
the chief concern, and it should be, we must observe that a change to
a simulation language offers no advantage. An imaginative programmer
with a good, present day, general purpose language can make a computer
step through almost any combination of its basic instructions. A
simulation language can do no more. The simulation language seeks to
group and package those sequences of instructions most frequently used
in simulation-like problems. The goal is to make it easier and faster
to write simulation programs. For the same reason general purpose
languages have packaged sequences of instructions useful for general
problems. At the present time, these parallel efforts have covered
quite a lot of common ground.
This study has found the only areas of unique coverage by the
20

simulation languages to include event processing, list processing,
the existence of object type variables, and an ability to work with
class membership. It was demonstrated that the latter two can be
processed by a general purpose language with little more than a change
in terminology. Event processing and list processing are worthy of
more serious concern. List processing is by no means confined to
simulations. In the future it may well be widely available in general
purpose languages. At present, the general purpose language user might
have to resort to a significant amount of extra coding to realize ade-
quate handling of his events and lists.
A facility contemplating the adoption of a simulation language
capability should ask some questions: What properties of the situations
to be simulated can not be handled by a general purpose compiler? Does
a simulation language meet these needs? Simulating the real world on
a digital computer is difficult at best, but simulation languages do
not remove all the problems. The improvements offered are in identifiable
areas. Specific problems may benefit from only a few of these areas.
This suggests the creation of some suitable subroutines. The time
spent by programmers in learning a new language might be more profit-
ably spent in writing some versatile event sequencing and list
processing subroutines. Properly tailored to the needs of a particular
class of problems, these should offer significantly more efficient use
of computer time. This and a continuing improvement of general purpose




The reader may feel that this is in reality an attack on the
specific simulation language tested, MILITRAN. It is not meant to be.
MILITRAN is an attractive language to use in many ways. It is as easy
to learn to use as any general purpose language. The manuals are equal
to any and superior to most in completeness, readability, and wealth of
examples. Programming in the language is pleasant due to the flexibility
and power that are simultaneously available. In fact MILITRAN has demon-
strated some worthwhile improvements possible with general purpose
languages. It is easier and more pleasant to program many general
purpose problems in MILITRAN than it is in FORTRAN 63. No, the fault
does not lie with MILITRAN.
The general purpose languages are not bad enough. They are very
nearly adequate and in time they should become more so. Some compelling
reason must be present to inspire an individual to learn a special
purpose language. Additionally, he must have faith that the new language
will have a long enough life to justify his investment of time. Will
it be updated for future generations of computers? Is it presently
available on virtually all of the present generation of computers?
Any decision to change must be made in the face of these questions.
This study has indicated that, for many users, the general purpose
languages just do not possess serious enough shortcomings to compel a
change to a special purpose language. The reason seems basic. Simu-
lations of the type studied have not been found to be so significantly
different from general problems to require a special language.
A reasonably realistic on-line simulation was demonstrated. It
22

required neither excessive hardware nor extensive programming effort.
An attempt to compare on-line simulations and off-line simulations
indicated that they were not necessarily competitors. The on-line
simulation can complement the off-line simulation. The military line
officer might well use the results of an off-line simulation to help
him develop the best possible plans. He might also use the on-line
simulation to gain practice in decision making in the face of some
unpredictable combinations of developing situations that could be met
while implementing the plans.
The Armed Forces have never been unaware of the value of on-line
type simulations. Training facilities throughout the services have
many excellent and heavily used simulators.
The operations analyst is certainly aware of the possibilities of
off-line simulations. He exploits them quite fully whenever they can
serve his needs.
An important disadvantage of the on-line simulation is removed when
it is considered for use on a Navy ship. Here the inefficient use of
computer time is of no concern. The computer, like everything and
everyone aboard a warship, is only completely utilized in battle. In
some applications the computer is so vital that redundancy must exist
in the installed equipment. Certainly then at times, hopefully often,
computer time is available for simulation purposes. Taking advantage
of this time is a challenge. It may be well worth the expense and effort,
The modern warship with its complex equipment has complex tasks.
As a part of a general purpose force it will have several different
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complex tasks. The guided missile destroyer still has an ASW capa-
bility, yet it might well be required to spend long periods of time
helping to maintain a naval blockade. If, during the blockade, this
ship's captain feels the need to tone up his ASW skills, he has little
recourse. An hour of practice decision making for him, at any time in
the near future, is impossible. Arranging for another ship's services
in a suitable area and also finding someone to fill his blockade
station offers sufficient problems to ensure that his skills will
continue to grow stale. The simulators at the training facilities
are equally unavailable. Probably when training time is available
the missile firing mission will receive priority. Clearly, a need
exists.
The above situation is only slightly hypothetical. The patrol of
a Polaris submarine offers no break during which the captain can
practice fighting his ship against an attacker. A ships COD has little
chance, without hazarding his ship, to test his own ability to provide
the correct orders to the helm in a complex tactical situation and then
watch the result of those orders. Every line officer can add to this
list.
The Navy works very hard to try to keep all of its wartime capa-
bilities sharp. Cold war duties, a lack of time, the inability to
obtain services, budget problems and too many other difficulties all
combine to hold us short of our goal. These problems will never vanish.
Neither will our tasks decrease in number nor grow less complex. Perhaps
the on-line simulation can help us maintain a high state of readiness.
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All an on-line simulation can do is to present a possible com-
bination of situations, allow a person to make a decision in the face
of these circumstances, and then generate the results of this decision.
Properly used this is quite enough.
The on-line computer simulation won't replace anything. It fills
a gap where nothing exists. We will still need all the training
exercises we can get; but hopefully, even as operational commitments
rise, we will not slip to a level of dire need between the exercises.
Possibly the most elementary exercises can be simulated on a computer
well enough so that available time at sea can be spent on the more
beneficial advanced exercises. At least they can make it possible for
every key individual to test his own readiness at any level, independently
of the availability of target services, operating areas, breaks in own
ships commitments, schools, or even other members of his own team.
The problems are large. These areas deserve and need further
study: How much complexity and expense would be required to give
present and proposed computer installations aboard the various ships
a hardware capability for worthwhile simulations? How much complexity
and expense could be saved if such a capability was planned in at the
design stage? Is it within the scope of a USNPGS thesis to find the
answer to the first question by actually designing a simulation feature
into an afloat system? If the simulation ability did exist in a fleet
unit would it not be well within the capability of USNPGS students to
conceive and program high quality simulations for the system?
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Chapter III of Reference 4 is a description, in outline form, of
four computer languages; COBOL, FORTRAN, JOVIAL, and NELIAC. All of the
languages are described according to a similar format in order that
feature by feature comparisons among the language can be made.
Although MILITRAN is currently available only on IBM 7090/94
computers, serious consideration has been given to producing a version
for the CDC 1604. In order to facilitate a comparison with the above
languages MILITRAN is herein described in this same format
.
A brief description of a pliant and complex language such as MILITRAN
implies an incomplete description. The essentials of MILITRAN are here.
There are four instructions that are not explained (ATTACKER, INDEX,
TARGET, and TIME). Understanding these requires a more detailed ex-
planation of MILITRAN than the scope of this paper allows. These four
instructions add convenience, but not substance to the language. Their
employment and the very many variations and subtleties of the other in-
structions may be discovered by those interested enough to read references

















B. Alphabetic Letters only
C. Alphanumeric Letters or numbers
D. Special Characters The remainder of the alphabet stated above,
III. ARITHMETIC OPERATORS
+; / . p ,
IV. RELATIONAL OPERATORS
. £ « I .ME.
J
. (* • ; • v>Ei . i . L>« \ . !•£•
V. LOGICAL OPERATORS




A. GO TO (Unconditional) Statement
An unconditional branch to another part of the program.
e.g.; GO TO JOB 104
(JOB 104 is a statement label appearing somewhere in the program)
B. IF Statement
For conditional branching to other parts of the program using a
logical expression as the criterion for branching.
e.g., IF (CONTACT .IN. ENEMY). ATTACK 1. SEARCH 14
(If the statement is true, the program object CONTACT is a member
of the Class ENEMY control will be transferred to the statement
labeled ATTACK 1. If the expression is false control will be
transferred to SEARCH 14. If the second label is omitted,
control will pass to the next statement.)
e.g., IF (RANGE .GE. 50000), RESEARCH
(If the logical expression is true control passes to the statement
labeled RESEARCH. Otherwise, the next statement will be executed.
C. UNLESS Statement
This is similar to an IF statement, but the order of statement
labels is reversed. Thus, a true logical expression and an
omitted second label will cause the next statement to be executed,
e.g., UNLESS (AMMO .LE. 100), FIRE
(The logical expression will be evatuated and if false the
statement labeled FIRE will be executed. If the expression is
true the next instruction will be executed.
D. DO Statement (Indexed)
This repeats a sequence of statements until a logical expression
is true and advances an index by any specified increment for




e.g., DO (STEP 10) UNTIL (TARGET (I) .IN. ATTACKABLE) .OR.
(I. G. 100), I - 1. 100
(If none of the 100 TARGETS are in the ATTACKABLE class the
loops will be terminated when I reaches 100.)
E. DO Statement (Not Indexed)
The second form of the DO statement operates only on object
elements.
e.g., DO (B 10) FOR SHIP .IN. FORMATION
(SHIP is a variable. It is first set to equal the first member
of a class called FORMATION. Instructions within the range of
the DO loop are then executed. When label B 10 is reached
SHIP is set to equal the next member of FORMATION and the loop
is repeated. The iteration terminates when SHIP has taken on
the identify of each member of FORMATION.)
F. CONTINUE Statement
A dummy statement used to provide a statement number at the
proper place in a statement.
G. STOP
Immediately terminates the object program. No restart is
possible.
H. PAUSE j
Temporarily terminates the object program. Pressing the start
key will continue the object program at the next instruction,
"j" can be blank or an octal integer from 1 to 5 digits. If
used "j" will appear on the console when the computer stops.
VII. FILE OPERATORS
A. READ Statement
e.g., READ (4. A100) A. B. C. D
This causes data to be read in from input unit #4 in the format





e.g., WRITE (5. A210) TARGETS
This is similar to the READ statement, but the data is written
on the designated output unit.
C. READWRITE Statement
e.g., READWRITE (4. A100. 5, A101) A. B. C. D
This is identical to the execution of the following two
instructions
READ (4, A100) A. B. C. D
WRITE (5. A101) A. B. C. D
in the order shown.
D. BINARY READ Statement
e.g., BINARY READ (4) VELOCITY
The binary information on tape unit #4 is read to the location
specified by the list VELOCITY.
E. BINARY WRITE Statement
e.g., BINARY WRITE (5) VELOCITY
The object program writes the binary information contained in
the location specified by VELOCITY onto the output tape #5.
F. END FILE RETURN Statement
e. g., END FILE RETURN (A101)
When an end of file mark is encountered control is shifted to
the statement with label A101.
G. END RECORD RETURN Statement
e.g., END RECORD RETURN (A101)
This is used to shift control when the end of a logical record
may be encountered before a BINARY READ has been completed.
Again AlOl is a statement label and control goes to this statement,
H. BACKSPACE Statement
e.g., BACKSPACE (5)
If a binary tape is on tape unit #5 it is moved backward one




I. BACKSPACE FILE Statement
e.g., BACKSPACE FILE (5)
The tape on unit #5 is moved back until an end of file or load
point is encountered.
J. END FILE Statement
e.g., END FILE (OUT)
An end file mark is written on the tape mounted on the tape
unit designated OUT by the object program.
K. REWIND Statement
e.g. , REWIND (4)
The tape mounted on tape unit #4 is rewound to the load point.
L. UNLOAD Statement
e.g., UNLOAD (5)




This, used in a CLASS declaration (see XI G.) specifies that
members of a set of object elements are not identical and for
this reason cannot be represented by a single member of the
group.
e.g., CLASS (DANGEROUS) CONTAINS EACH * UBOAT. EACH * QSHIP
B. LST
This modifier is employed with list processing statements.
Its action is explained in item XII. N.
C. GST




IX. MACHINE LANGUAGE STATEMENTS
A MILITRAN program is first translated to a FAP program. (At present,
no other versons are available.) At this point the coding may be
altered with machine language statements. FAP coded subroutines,
conforming to the MILITRAN calling sequence, may also be employed.
X. GENERAL STATEMENTS
A. PROCEDURE Statement
This statement is the entry point to a procedure and defines
that which follows to be a procedure,
e.g., PROCEDURE MAPPING (G. L)
The name of the procedure is "MAPPING" and each of the letters
is a dummy name for the arguments to be supplied when the pro-
cedure is called.
B. RETURN Statement
At every point where a procedure can terminate there must be
a RETURN statement.
e.g., RETURN RANGE
If the RETURN statement is followed by an expression, the value
of that expression is placed in the accumulator and control is
returned to the main program. If RETURN is used alone, the
contents of the accumulator is unspecified.
C. EXECUTE Statement
Control is transferred to a named subroutine by this statement.
e.g., EXECUTE MAPPING (RANGE BEARING)
Here control will be shifted to subroutine MAPPING with the
current value of the variables RANGE and BEARING as actual
arguments.
XI. DECLARATIONS (Data Description)
A. COMMON Statement





This assigns both the mode and the dimension of an array,
e.g., REAL ENEMY (PLANES. 2)
The real array ENEMY is declared. One dimension is a "symbolic"
dimension that need only be specified at object time. In this
example the other dimension will always be 2.
C. INTEGER Statement
The use of this statement is identical to that of the REAL
statement, but declares INTEGER arrays.
D. LOGICAL Statement
This, like the above two statements, declares the mode and
dimension of a LOGICAL array.
E. OBJECT Statement
The OBJECT declaration generates a nonnumeric element which is
the name of an identifier.
e.g., OBJECT UBOAT (10)
An element named UBOAT has been generated and also UBOAT
consists of a set of 10 ships.
F. PROGRAM OBJECT Statement
A declaration of this type allows a variable to exist which
can take on the value of names.
e.g., PROGRAM OBJECT ENEMY CRAFT
This specifies a variable which can take on the name of any
object in the program.
G. CLASS Statement
This statement declares that certain properties of designated
objects or the objects themselves have common characteristics.
These characteristics form a set.
e.g., CLASS (DANGEROUS) CONTAINS UBOAT. QSHIP
Thus the objects UBOAT and QSHIP have been declared to belong
to a CLASS called DANGEROUS.
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H. NORMAL MODE Statement
This declaration allows a programmer to give all variables
beginning with a single letter the same mode.
e.g., NORMAL MODE INTEGER (I. J), LOGICAL (L)
With no further declaration statements all variables beginning
with I or J are INTEGER and all of the variables starting with
L are LOGICAL mode.
I. VECTOR Statement
A group of arrays may comprise a vector.
e.g., VECTOR Q((QR. QS. QT). 4, 5)
The vector Q has three components; QR, QS, and QT. Each of





For describing input-output format and code conversion*
(Note: b denotes blanks.)
1. I - Control
Integer decimal external/Fixed point
e.g., (15) *- 12 3 4 5
2. E - Control
Floating decimal external/Floating point. (with exponent)
e.g., (E 10.3) M>0. 1 2 3 E b 4
3. F - Control
Floating decimal external/Floating point, (without exponent)
e.g., (F 7.2) *- 1 2 3 4.
4. - Control
Octal digits external/Octal
e.g., (08) - 12 3 4 5 6 7
5 . J - Cont ro
1
Object elements
e.g., (J 9. 2) *- UBOAT(IO)
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6. L - Control
Logical values
e.g., (L2)=^bT
7. A - Control
Alphanumeric external/6 - bit code
e.g., (A6, Al) —> TAKEOFF
8. H - Control
For alphanumeric headings
e.g., 15HPAGE NUMBER ONE
9. X - Control
For external spacing
e.g., (12, 3X, 13) ^ 12bbb345
[. OBJECT RELATIONAL OPERATORS
Object relational operators may operate only on object elements.
A. IN Operator
e.g., UBOAT (7) .IN. WOLFPACK
The above statement is either true or false and is evaluated as
such by the program. In general the position held by UBOAT (7)
may be filled by a PROGRAM OBJECT, an OBJECT, a member of a
CLASS, or the name of a CLASS. The place held by WOLFPACK must
be filled by an OBJECT or the name of a CLASS.
B. IS Operator
e.g., UBOAT (7) .IS. TARGET
This statement is also either true or false. It can be true
only if the object elements are identical. These elements may
be OBJECTS, PROGRAM OBJECTS, or members of a CLASS.
XI. EVENT PROCESSING STATEMENTS
A running MILITRAN program usually proceeds through loops of EVENTS,




Event processing statements dictate which EVENTS will be within the
loop and thereby control the way in which the program proceeds.
A. PERMANENT EVENT Statement
A PERMANENT EVENT is one which occurs at fixed intervals of time
without regard to the eventualities of the problem. Thus, each
complete loop of the problem will include every PERMANENT EVENT.
B. CONTINGENT EVENT Statement
CONTINGENT EVENTS contain lines of programming which are to be
executed only when certain prescribed conditions exist. When
these conditions do exist, a flag is set to cause the appropriate
CONTINGENT EVENT to be placed in the active loop for a futute
execution.
C. NEXT EVENT Statement
This statement indicates an EVENT has been completed and the
next appropriate event is to be executed. Many possible uses
of this statement exist. A full explanation is beyond the
scope of this paper.
D. NEXT EVENT EXCEPT Statement
This statement acts much as the NEXT EVENT statement; but, as
its name implies, it allows the programmer to specifically
exclude possible courses of action at a particular juncture.
E. END Statement
The END statement defines the end of processing for a specific
event. If it can be reached by program logic it is interpreted
as an unmodified NEXT EVENT.
F. END CONTINGENT EVENTS Statement
This special type of statement, employed early in a MILITRAN
program and prior to starting any of the events within the
loops, specifies where the program is to transfer control when
the conditions for completing the last loop have occurred.
e.g., END CONTINGENT EVENTS (LAST)
LAST is a statement label. Control will be transferred there when
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all desired loops have been completed.
G. EPSILON Function
This, one of several open functions, facilitates the flagging
of CONTINGENT EVENTS for execution. It replaces a value with
a new value larger by the smallest possible increment within
the computer.
XII. LIST PROCESSING STATEMENTS
A. LIST Statement
This only declares the dimension of a LIST.
e.g., LIST SHIPS ((DESTROYER. CRUISER. CARRIER). 10)
A LIST named SHIPS is defined. Each of the components has a




The function returns the current number of entries in the LIST.
C. RESET LENGTH Statement
The length of any LIST may be unconditionally set to any desired
length by this statement.
D. PLACE Statement
Any component may be entered in a LIST by using this statement.
E. REMOVE ENTRY Statement
This statement allows the program to remove any entry from a
LIST.
F. PLACE ENTRY Statement
An entry in one LIST may be entered in another LIST by this
statement.
G. REPLACE ENTRY Statement
One entry on a LIST may be deleted and a specified entry inserted
in its place with the REPLACE ENTRY statement.
H. REPLACE ENTRY BY ENTRY Statement
An existing entry in one LIST may be used to replace another
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entry in the same or a different LIST when this statement is
employed.
!• REMOVE FROM Statement
This statement, used with a logical expression, allows a program
to remove any or all entries on a specified LIST which cause the
logical statement to be evaluated as true.
J« REPLACE BY Statement
This statement must also be accompanied by a logical expression.
When an entry causes the logical expression to be evaluated as




REPLACE BY ENTRY Statement
This is similar to the previous statement; but, instead of
stating the new entry, allows another entry in some LIST to be
used as the new entry.
L. MINIMUM INDEX Statement
A logical expression is evaluated with every entry in a specified
LIST. The lowest index number in the LIST which satisfies the
expression is returned.
M. RANDOM INDEX Statement
This is similar to the above entry; but, as the name implies,
a random index number among those satisfying the logical ex-
pression is returned.
N » LST Statement
If this is employed with statements I through K above, it
imposes additional controls on the statement. It may be
used preceding only one of the logical expressions within the
statement. It then allows modification only of the LIST entry
whose corresponding component is least among those satisfying
the logical expression.
c « GST Statement
This is similar to the above statement but allows operation only





This appendix contains the flow charts and program listings for
two very similar simulations. The common problem being simulated
concerns a barrier submarine at a fixed station of grid position









Off-line simulation playing area
A series of transitors of random type (merchant, submarine, de-
stroyer, nuclear submarine, or fishing boat) commence a step by step
transit from the line X toward X 5. The first transitor commences
his run from Y = 2 . After the first transitor completes his run suc-
cessive runs are initiated from increasingly larger values of Y position.
The simulation terminates when a transit starts from a Y exceeding
twelve.
The flow charts and program comments explain the rest of the
simulation. The MILITRAN program names should be self-explanatory
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A table of probabilities of detection
for each grid square for each of four
different sonar conditions.
The part of the above SON TAB which is
applicable for the current sonar condition.
Various dummy arguments all equal to the
current sonar condition (an integer between
1 and 4).
The FORTRAN 63 program simulates exactly the same situation. The
variable names and names of arrays parallel those of the MILITRAN
program where possible. Notable exception include:
LHIST A logical array with an entry for each
transit. Column 1 is whether or not the
transitor was attacked, and column 2 is






An integer array with an entry for each
transit. Column 1 gives the sonar con-
dition which prevailed, column 2 is total
times detected, and column 3 is the type
of transitor.
An array consisting of the numbers of the
successful transits.
A logical array to record class membership.
See Figure 2 below.
An array giving the assumed transitor




TYPE CLASS CLASS CLASS CLASS
SHIP ALL ENEMY DANGEROUS SUBMARINE
SUB 1 1 1






TYPE SPEED KILL DETECT
SHIP KIND RATIO FACTOR FACTOR
SUB 1.0 1.0 1.0 .9
NUC 2.0 3.0 .8 .9
FSH 3.0 .5 1.0 1.0
DDE 4.0 4.0 1.0 1.0
MER 5.0 4.0 1.0 1.0
FIGURE 3
Array TRANSC
Both simulations output the same data In the same format. This
consists of two parts. Each individual event during the simulation is
reported, and a summary of the results of each transit is maintained.
Figure 4 is a sample of a few lines of each type of output.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING ON-LINE SIMULATIONS
This appendix contains detailed instructions for writing an on-
line simulation employing the USNPGS satellite system. It is intended
primarily for the reader with little or no background in assembly
language programming. The desire is to make it possible for the user
interested primarily in the quality of the simulation to employ the
satellite system as his tool, without expending any large part of his
time studying the satellite system or the use of FORTRAN Symbolic.
Reference 11 reports the work of Leach and Perrella in setting up
the satellite system for general usage. By using their library tape in
place of the regular computer center library tape the user has all the
capabilities normally available with FORTRAN 60 plus the use of the
satellite system and its subroutines. Briefly these take care of the
complex tasks of setting up lines of communications between the various
components of the system, packing and transmitting messages along these
lines, and then breaking down the lines to resume normal computation.
Their routines are intended for general purpose users. As such,
they sometimes lack features desirable for simulations. The simulation
programmer may take advantage of this prior work by modifying certain
of the subroutines to fit his simulation. This has been done in the
case of Leach and Perrella' s subroutine CHANGE. It was noted that this
subroutine stopped a running program, gave control to the typewriter,
processed messages from the typewriter, and upon signal, transferred
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control back to the running program. All these features were desirable,
but the specific messages that were processed were of little use in a
simulation. CHANGE was modified to correct this and INCOMM resulted.
The modification procedure will be described in detail later in this
section.
It should be noted here that an on-line simulation does not neces-
sarily imply operation from the satellite station. With the subroutine
described in this section the simulation may also be executed and con-
trolled from the console typewriter. In this mode the messages to the
player and the inputs to the program from the player all go via the
console typewriter. The satellite station is preferred for the example
problem because of the superior display capability which is available.
Other simulations that do not depend upon graphical information might
find the console typewriter, especially in combination with the on-
line printer, fully satisfactory.
The graphical presentation provided by Leach and Perrella may
also be tailored to simulation needs. This can be done by modifying
their subroutine SATGRAF. Since the means of accomplishing this
parallels the method used to develop INCOMM, it will not be discussed
here.
A large part of the work involved in writing an on-line simulation
is identical to that involved for off-line simulations. All of this
type of programming may be done using FORTRAN 60. The feature which
distinguishes an on-line simulation from an off-line simulation is the
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existence of a dialogue between the player and the running program.
Unfortunately FORTRAN 60 is not adequate to create this dialogue. It
is therefore essential to write a FORTRAN Symbolic subroutine to allow
the player to interact with the computer and alter program parameters.
Much of the framework for such a subroutine has already been written.
The only task remaining for the individual user is to prepare suf-
ficient coding to identify the typewriter messages he desires the players
to enter. After he has written this small (30 lines in the sample
program) amount of coding he may sandwich it into the existing frame-
work which provides for storing and restoring index registers and
monitor addresses, packing and transmitting the player's typewriter
messages, and returning acknowledgements from the program when parameters
have been successfully altered.
After the subroutine has been prepared it may be called by the
FORTRAN 60 program whenever the programmer desires to give the player
an opportunity to alter the progress of the game. When called, the
subroutine delivers a typewriter message to the player then awaits an
output from his keyboard. When the player has typed a complete message--
which he signifies by pressing the "output" button on the DD-65 keyboard
or the carriage return on the console typewriter—the subroutine examines
the contents of the message. If "end" was typed the subroutine responds
by typing "end" and exits to the main program. If any message other
than "end" was typed the subroutine jumps to the portion of coding
provided by the simulation programmer. His portion must systematically
check individual characters within the message to determine its contents.
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When unambigious identification is complete the subroutine must set
variables held in common with the main program to appropriate values
and then jump to a portion of the subroutine framework which delivers
a response to the player and awaits his next typewriter message. An
example will be followed through to clarify the details.
Subroutine MACHINE INCOMM accomplishes all of the above tasks.
(See page 120.) Each time INCOMM is called it is possible to change
any or all of the variables KEYCRS, KEYFIRE, or KEYSPD. As described
above it is entered by the statement CALL INCOMM in the main program
and it exits and returns control to the main program when the player
types and outputs "end".
As the listing shows INCOMM can be divided into three sections.
Block #1 and block #3 make up the framework described above. They
may be used verbatum. If this is done the LOC statement must be used
as is, and a HOL statement with END, ERROR, and ORDERS must be used.
Block #2 applies to the specific simulation and must be provided by
the simulation programmer. Since the other two entries in the HOL
statement are used only in block #2 they may be replaced by any
desired responses to the player. There is no limit to the number of
these that may be employed, but none of them may exceed eight characters.
It may be noted that block #2 is entered from line 15 of block #1
after it has determined that "end" was not typed. The player originated
typewriter message exists in a read buffer of 120 cells. Each cell con-
tains only one BCD character. For example, if the player typed "C/S TO
1/3" the first cell of the read buffer would contain the BCD representation
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of "C" or 63 octal. This first cell of the buffer is addressed in the
subroutine as R. Then cell R+l contains the BCD representation of
•'/" and cell R+2 contains "S". Similarly, each character of the
message resides in consecutive single cells including an octal 20 for
each space that was typed.
For the program to determine if an S was typed as the third
character the following sequence is used. Enter the A register with
the BCD representation of the letter S (22 octal). Check to see if
the quantity in cell R+2 is this number. If it is not, go to some
other labeled set of instructions to check for a different possible
message (e.g., IFIRE). If it is an "S", check the next instruction




(next instruction in sequence)
The pass instruction, ENI(O), is essential only to space the EQS
into the upper half of an instruction. Other checks on the contents
of the read buffer are made in a similar way. Once sufficient checks
have been made to unambiguously identify the message one or more of
the variables in common may be simply set as follows:
ENA (1) STA(KEYSPD)
To inform the player that a parameter has been successfully set
a message is returned to him. In the example problem the same message
is used for several different parameters, so it is labeled ( 1RSPD) and
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appears only once in block #2. The instruction SU(IRSPD) is used to
jump to this labeled location. The simulation programmer may note that
control jumps from the line labeled lRSPD to a line within block #3
labeled 10UT. This is the portion of coding which properly packs this
message and sends it to the player via the DD-65 screen or the console
typewriter. It also causes the program to await the next typewriter
message from the player.
If an equality search is used which has only one expected outcome,
the unexpected outcomes may be processed as errors. This may be handled
as follows:
EQS(R+2) SLJ(IERR) ., .
(next instruction for expected case)
If the equality is not satisfied, this will output a message,
"ERROR" to the player and wait for him to output a new message.
Many other variations are possible and will suggest themselves in
the context of a particular simulation. The above instructions are
only intended to provide enough foundation to get a new user of the on-
line simulation started with a running program. It does not indicate
any degree of optimum utilization of the system.
Some readers may question why blocks #1 and #3 have not been coded
into a separate subroutine so a user need not re-code them. This is due
to the audience for which they are intended. It is expected that this
may be the only assembly language subroutine they are forced to write.
Considering this, the approach taken requires the least possible






The flow charts and program contained in this appendix refer to








On-line simulation playing area
In this simulation the barrier submarine is free to move back and
forth along the base line at the control of the player. The transitor
is started from a random position along the line Y = 5. His speed and
motion as well as his type of ship are all chosen randomly, but the
player may override any of these if he desires. The player is presented
bearings only information plotted on the above grid which appears on the
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left tube of the DD-65. Four simulated steps of time after the second
of which the barrier began to move to the left, would appear to the
player as shown in Figure 6.
TIME 1 TIME 2
TIME 3 TIME 4
FIGURE 6
DD-65 scope presentation to player
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By observing only the bearing information the player tries to
maneuver his submarine to intercept and sink the transitor. His
success or failure is evaluated by the computer; and, after the run
has been completed, this evaluation, the previously unknown target
data, the actual target track and the barrier submarines track are
presented for the player's viewing.
The flow charts and the program listing which follows will serve
to explain the details of the simulation.
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